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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a light field rendering framework based on matrix optics. Matrix optics, in contrast to
intersection-based methods such as ray-tracing, has the advantage that a generic series of optic operators can
be combined into a single matrix. This enables us to realize a “virtual optical bench” where different setups can
be easily tested. We introduce the theoretical foundation of matrix optics and define a set of operators suitable for
light fields. We then discuss a wavelet compression scheme for our light field representation. Finally we introduce
a real-time rendering approach based on matrix optics suitable for both uncompressed and compressed light fields.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of image based light fields
[GGSC96, LH96] a number of different rendering
techniques have been suggested. The standard meth-
ods today include both image-space and object-space
algorithms. The former is based on ray-tracing, ray-
casting or view morphing, while the latter typically in-
volves texture mapping. In this paper we investigate
the use of matrix optics for light field rendering. In
comparison to other light field rendering methods, no
ray-plane intersection test has to be performed for ev-
ery image pixel. Ray-tracing-based methods can be
cumbersome if the imaging system involves a series of
optical elements such as lenses or material interfaces
causing refraction. In this case the imaging method re-
quires tracing a ray to every element which transforms
it in some way. Using matrix optics, a set of operators
such as light propagation, thin lenses and dielectric in-
terfaces can be represented using matrices, allowing
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us to model the whole process as a single matrix. This
enables us to model a light field under the influence of
an arbitrary series of optical operators by performing a
linear transform of its elements. Rendering is a special
case of this where a camera model is constructed from
lens and propagation operators. Our main contribution
in this paper is a matrix optics theory for light field
modelling. In addition, we show how the operators
can be used when rendering directly from a hierarchi-
cal wavelet representation of the light field. The im-
plemented framework can be thought of as a “virtual
optical bench”, a test environment for optical manipu-
lation of light fields.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
related work in light field research. Section 3 presents
the theory of matrix optics, introduces operators for
some optical elements and shows our image formation
model. In section 4 we construct a framework for light
fields using matrix optics. Results are discussed in 5
before we conclude our work in section 6.

2 RELATED WORK
Several different methods have been proposed for light
field rendering in the past few years. Sloan and Hansen
have developed a number of methods using ray-light
slab intersection tests targeted at parallel architectures
[SH99]. In [BBM+01] Buehler et al. present a
general method for rendering by blending views from
the original light field using a blending field derived
from geometrical and view information. Vlasic et
al. merge both view-dependent appearance and view-



dependent shape in what they call Opacity Light Fields
[VPM+03]. Goldluecke et al. have developed a GPU-
based method for dynamic light field rendering us-
ing a warping algorithm [GMW02]. The matrix op-
tics method developed in this paper expresses the ray
transport from the light field to the image plane as a
linear transform. This allows us to easily model the
light field under influence of optical elements such as
lenses and interfaces.
In addition to a plain light field representation, our
framework also has the possibility to handle wavelet
compressed light fields. This allows for high compres-
sion ratios and efficient storage and rendering. The
efficiency for light field encoding has already been re-
ported in several publications; Lalonde and Fournier
use wavelets to store light fields in a hierarchical data
structure [LF99], while Peter and Straßer introduce a
wavelet representation that allows for efficient storage
and progressive transmission of light fields [PS01].
In [LSG02] a light field acquisition, compression and
representation system based on a hierarchical wavelet
structure is presented. Our approach to data represen-
tation is similar to the work of Peter and Straßer, while
the basic wavelet tree accessing philosophy has ideas
in common with the method of Lalonde and Fournier.
However, in contrast to both approaches, we perform
interactive image reconstruction using matrix optics.

3 MATRIX OPTICS
In this section we introduce a theoretical model for
light fields based on matrix optics. We will only briefly
touch the foundations of matrix optics here, a more
general introduction can be found in [Fow75] and
[GB94]. Matrix optics defines linear operators for a
number of optical elements as well as propagation of
light between planes in space. This gives an elegant
way of computing propagation and optical manipu-
lations of light fields. Standard ray-casting or ray-
tracing based methods must compute the ray-path be-
tween the individual optical elements, while in matrix
optics all operators can be combined using matrix mul-
tiplication. The model introduced here is an extension
to the matrix operators in optics, suitable for light field
transformations.
We will start by defining a ray space and a light field on
this ray space. Then we will introduce a set of matrix
optics operators for modelling optical phenomena on
the light field. Finally we construct a camera model
and show how an image is formed from the light field.
Let Π ⊂ R

3 be a plane with an associated coordinate
system in 3D space

Π = (oΠ,nΠ, {eΠ
1 , eΠ

2 }), (1)

where oΠ and nΠ is the origin and normal of Π, and
{eΠ

1 , eΠ
2 } are the vectors spanning the plane.

The ray space on Π consists of all light rays intersect-
ing the plane,

RΠ = R
2 × R

2. (2)

Thus, a ray passing through Π is described as a point
in ray space with homogeneous coordinate

r = [x,d, 1]t ∈ RΠ. (3)

Above x = [x1, x2] denote the plane coordinates in
the frame {eΠ

1 , eΠ
2 }, and d = [d1, d2] the directional

component along Π’s basis vectors.
A light field on Π is a mapping

L : RΠ → R. (4)

Given a ray r, the light field L yields the radiance
along that ray. We can now define a set of matrix op-
erators for transforming ray space.

3.1 Propagation Operators

A propagation P : RΠ → RΠp
means a transforma-

tion of the ray space RΠ of plane Π to the ray space
RΠp

of some other plane

Πp = (oΠp
,nΠp

, {e
Πp

1 , e
Πp

2 }). (5)

Any point in RΠ and its image in RΠp
under the prop-

agation P must correspond to the same ray in world
space.
We assume that all propagation takes place in free
space, i.e. that there are no occluding objects between
Π and Πp.
Mathematically, let WΠ(r) be the world space ray of
r ∈ RΠ, given by the base point oΠ + [eΠ

1 , eΠ
2 ]x and

the direction nΠ + [eΠ
1 , eΠ

2 ]d.
Then

P : RΠ → RΠp
(6)

is a propagation operator if and only if

∀r ∈ RΠ : WΠ(r) = WΠp
(Pr). (7)

We will now introduce two different propagation op-
erators: the transport operator, which propagates be-
tween parallel planes, and the rotation operator which
propagates between rotated planes.

3.1.1 The Transport Operator

The transport operator, Tv, propagates the light to
a plane parallel to Π offset by some vector, v =
[v1, v2, v3]

t ∈ R
3

Πv = (oΠ + v,nΠ, {eΠ
1 , eΠ

2 }). (8)
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Figure 1: An example of ray propagation. At the plane
Π1, the ray r has coordinate rΠ1

= [y1, d]t. d is the
directional deviation of r from the normal n1, and can
intuitively be thought of as the slope of r. For an
empty space propagation to plane Π2, the spatial y-
component is updated by the transport along the ray di-
rection, while the directional component is unaffected.

It can be written as a 5 × 5 matrix

Tv =













1 0 v3 0 v1

0 1 0 v3 v2

0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1













, (9)

which has the desired properties. Intuitively, this cor-
responds to a transportation along the ray direction and
a translation in the plane. Figure 1 shows an example
of a pure transportation.

3.1.2 The Rotation Operator

The rotation operator maps the ray space of a plane Π
to a ray space of a rotated plane ΠSθ

j
, where S

θ
j denotes

rotation of θ around basis vector e
Π
j , j ∈ [1, 2]:

ΠSθ
j

= (oΠ,Sθ
jnΠ, {Sθ

je
Π
1 ,Sθ

je
Π
2 }). (10)

The matrix for ray-space transformation correspond-
ing to the plane rotation of Π around e

Π
1 is

R
θ
1 =













1 0 0 0 0
0 1/ cos θ 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 − tan θ
0 0 0 0 1













. (11)

Rotation around e
Π
2 follows by symmetry.

A general rotation does not yield a linear operation
in ray space. However, it can be adequately approx-
imated if the paraxial approximation of ray optics is
applied. A linear approximation can be used for rays
which lie close to the optical axis. We will use this ap-
proximation both for rotations and for elements with

o
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Figure 2: Π2 is a plane rotated by θ around the origin
of Π1, and r is a ray traveling in the normal direction
of Pi1, intersecting the planes in y1 and y2 respec-
tively. To find the ray coordinate in Π2, observe that
y2 is scaled proportionally to y1, given by the trian-
gle oy1y2. As r intersects Π2 at an angle of −θ, the
direction will be offset by − tan θ.

curved surfaces in the next section. Figure 2 shows an
example where the plane has been rotated around the
origin of the plane p1.

3.2 Lens and Interface Operators

In this section we present operators which map the ray
space on Π onto itself.

I : RΠ → RΠ. (12)

This kind of operator changes the ray direction, and
can be used to model elements such as interfaces and
thin lenses.

3.2.1 Interfaces

Interfaces are used to model light transition from one
medium to another. If the materials have different re-
fraction indices, a perturbation of the ray direction will
occur when passing through the material boundary.
The matrix for a planar interface is

Pn1,n2
=













1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 n1

n2

0 0

0 0 0 n1

n2

0

0 0 0 0 1













(13)

where n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the source
and destination materials.
For a circularly curved interface the perturbation of
the directional component depends on the plane co-
ordinate component of the ray. The operator matrix is
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Figure 3: A thin lens in plane Π1. The rays r1 to r4

arrive perpendicular to p1. Their directions are per-
turbed depending on the distance from the origin of Π1

so that all intersect at a distance of f in front of Π1. r5

on the other hand, intersects the z-axis a distance of f
in front of Π1 and will emanate normal to the plane. A
general ray will have its directional component offset
by −y1/f .

written as

Cn1,n2,r =













1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

1

r
(n1

n2

− 1) 0 n1

n2

0

0 1

r
(n1

n2

− 1) 0 n1

n2

0 0 0 0 1













.

(14)
As with the planar interface n1, n2 denotes the refrac-
tive indices, while r is the radius of curvature. A pos-
itive r yields a convex interface, while negative values
results in a concave one.

3.2.2 The Thin Lens Operator

A lens is considered “thin” if the light propagation
within the lens material can be neglected. Thus, the
thin lens acts as a perturbator of ray directions, and
has the matrix

Hf =













1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0

−1/f 0 1 0 0
0 −1/f 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1













(15)

for a focal length of f .
The matrix varies the directional component of a light
field coordinate as a linear function of the plane com-
ponent. Figure 3 depicts an intuitive example of a thin
lens.

3.3 Image Formation

We will now show how a two dimensional image can
be formed from a 4D light field.

Let
Γ = (oR3 , e3, {e1, e2}) (16)

be the image plane located at the world space origin,
where {e1, e2, e3} is the standard basis in R

3. To form
an image on Γ the intensity of the image plane at a
point x is computed using the general camera model

IΓ(x) =

∫

Ax

ω(d)L(M[x,d, 1]t)dd. (17)

L is a light field defined on Rπ . Ax is the set of all ray
directions intersecting x through the camera aperture,
M is the matrix transforming from RΓ to RΠ via any
optical elements present, and ω is a weighting function
used to grade rays dependent on their direction.
However general, this model is computationally ex-
pensive. A common practice in real-time computer
graphics rendering is to use the pinhole camera model.
This is a special case of the general model where the
aperture of the camera is considered a single point in
space, yielding only a single ray per point in the image
plane. If we let the weight ω = δ0, so that only rays
with d = 0, i.e. perpendicular to the image plane, are
considered the camera integral reduces to

IΓ(x) = L(M[x,0, 1]t). (18)

For M = 1 or M = Tv this will render an ortho-
graphic view of the light field. Perspective views can
simply be rendered by including a lens matrix in M.
Thus, a perspective camera with focal length f , view-
ing a light field from a distance of t, would have the
matrix

M = TvHf (19)

where v = [0, 0, t].

4 IMPLEMENTATION
In the previous section we have shown how matrix op-
erators can be used to transform light fields. In this
section we will discuss our implemented framework.

4.1 Light Field Representation

We have chosen to implement two different ways of
representing the light field. The first is a raw light
field table, which we will call the direct representa-
tion, the second is a wavelet compressed representa-
tion suitable for huge light fields. The former is faster
as it basically is a four-dimensional image representa-
tion. For each spatial coordinate x1, x2, we can look
up the RGB value of any ray of direction d1, d2. How-
ever, as the data size of light fields often gets large, we
have also implemented the alternative to use a wavelet
compressed representation as described below.



4.1.1 A Wavelet-based Representation

For huge light fields it may be necessary to sacrifice
speed and compress the data. We have implemented
a wavelet compression scheme where the light field
is wavelet-compressed and the coefficients are stored
in a space-partioning hexadecary tree structure. This
structure is similar to the one presented by similar to
the ones presented by Peter and Straßer [PS01]. The
data can easily be sent as a progressive stream, making
it an attractive choice for data transmission.
Wavelet compression is a well-known approach to data
reduction. In the discussion below, we assume the
reader to have a basic knowledge of wavelet theory and
point to other sources, such as [Dau92] and [SDS96],
for a thorough introduction.
Let L be a light field on RΠ, and Bi a set of wavelet
basis functions. L can then be written as a linear com-
bination of the basis functions

L =
N−1
∑

i=0

ciBi (20)

where N is the total sampled resolution of L, i.e. the
number of wavelet basis functions. ci is called the
wavelet coefficients, and for basis functions with good
interpolating properties many of these can be dropped
or quantized without introducing major visual errors.
Thus, lossy compression can be achieved by only stor-
ing the important coefficients.
In our wavelet representation of light fields we have
made use of two important properties of the basis func-
tions: that they have local support, and space subdivi-
sion. A wavelet basis function has local support and is
used to refine the value of a basis function on a coarser
scale. That is, for a basis function, Bk, of support
s > 0, one can find basis functions, Bj , j < k, of
a coarser scale t > s, so that their support contains
the support of Bk. The support of the basis functions
divide the original support of the data set into sub-sets.
The basis functions form a space partitioning tree anal-
ogous to binary-, quad- and octrees in 1D, 2D and
3D. In analogy we will call this a hexadeca-tree, as
the children subdivide a parent’s support into 16 re-
gions. Using this tree we let each node represent
all basis functions of a specific scale and translation.
The child-nodes will be those basis functions refin-
ing the value along their parent-node’s support, sub-
dividing them. In the 1D case of the situation, a bi-
nary tree is formed; each node contains only one basis
function and the corresponding coefficient, but higher-
dimensional trees will have more functions of the same
support which are stored in the same tree node. In our
4D case, there will be 16 different basis functions de-
fined having the same support. These will be repre-
sented in the same node.

To keep the memory size at a minimum, the node
structure is dynamic, storing only the non-zero co-
efficients and the existing children. We can reduce
the memory usage of the hexadeca-tree even more by
pruning the tree in a bottom-up approach after com-
pressing the coefficients. As no leaf-node with zero-
coefficients will contribute to the reconstructed signal,
it can be removed. If all children of a node are re-
moved, it becomes a leaf and the same test can be ap-
plied again until we find a node that can not be re-
moved.
The nodes are stored breadth-first in an array. This fa-
cilitates progressive decoding so that time-, transmission-
or memory-critical applications need only read and de-
code a part of the tree to obtain approximate rendering
results. The approach is similar to the spatial orienta-
tion trees in the SPIHT codec for images [SP96].

4.2 Rendering

As seen in Section 3.3, Eq. (18) can be used to render
an image from a light field, L. Our framework imple-
ments this equation, and computes the image forma-
tion matrix M by having the user specifying a chain
of optical elements.
For the direct light field representation, a value lookup
is straightforward, and Eq. (18) can be implemented
directly. However for the wavelet-compressed repre-
sentation, the light field must be reconstructed before
it can be evaluated. Instead of reconstructing the full
light field we have developed a an access method that
takes the hierarchical structure of the wavelet tree into
consideration. This method is similar to the the work
of Lalonde and Fournier [LF99], but integrates it with
our operator framework.
Given some image formation matrix M, and an image
plane coordinate u ∈ Γ, let v = Mu . Observe that
if v is located in the support of a specific node in the
hexadeca-tree it is bound to be located in the support
of one of that nodes children. As the wavelet functions
have a value of 0 outside their support, the only nodes
that will affect L(v) are the single parent-child chain
of nodes whose support contains v. Thus,

L(v) =
∑

i∈Ω

ciBi(v), (21)

where Ω is the set of all indices of basis functions B
with support containing v.
From (18) and (21) we then have the reconstruction
expression

IΓ(x) =
∑

i∈Ω

ciBi(M[x,0, 1]t). (22)

As the children of a node sub-divide the support, it is
simple to compute Ω from the root node. Given that a



node contains v it is only necessary to check in which
of the node’s children the point lies until a leaf node
is reached. The reconstruction sum will thus take the
form of a traversal through the space partitioning tree.
This is depicted in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Traversal of a basis node tree, to reconstruct
the value at position 1.2. The method starts at the root
node, and checks in which child the coordinate lies.
Nodes visited in the traversal are highlighted.

We know that the support of the next basis functions in
the sum will be contained within the support of the cur-
rent. The number of summations needed to reconstruct
a value in a direct approach will thus be the depth of
the tree, which is logarithmically dependent on the res-
olution of the data. This straightforward method can
be directly implemented as an image-space algorithm.

4.3 Antialiasing

A common problem when reconstructing novel views
from a light field is aliasing artifacts due to undersam-
pling. This is usually resolved with some kind of in-
terpolation. However, given the 4 degrees of freedom
in a normal light field, direct interpolation would be
computationally expensive. As most light fields tend
to have a higher sampling rate in the spatial dimen-
sions, we use a nearest neighbor interpolation there
while performing bi-linear filtering in the directional
dimensions, as they tend to have a lower sampling rate,
and thus be more prone to aliasing.

5 RESULTS
We have implemented a software framework of our
matrix optics representation of light fields. If re-
quired, the light field can be stored in a progressive,
wavelet compressed data structure. The software ren-
derer computes the current view in a texture and uses
OpenGL to map it onto a polygon filling the screen.
For testing we have used both a synthetic light field
and the ’buddha4’ data set freely available from the
Stanford light fields archive [Arc05]. The synthetic

data set have a resolution of 1282 × 642 samples, each
point on the sampling plane covering an angular region
of 120×120 degrees. This has proven to be a good bal-
ance between spatial and directional resolution while
still keeping the original data size manageable. The
buddha data set has a resolution of 2562 × 322 sam-
ples.
The framework lets us implement and test a range of
different optical setups. The most interesting appli-
cation in computer graphics is of course to construct
a ’camera’ that lets the user interactively view a light
field. Figure 5 shows a set of views from one of our
synthetic light field. Figure 6 shows four images ren-
dered from the buddha data set. The camera was con-
structed using two thin lenses operators offset by prop-
agation operators. The camera transform was modeled
by a rotation and yet a propagation operator. Aside
from light field viewing, we also believe that the avail-
ability of other operators, such as interfaces, will allow
for easy testing of a range of optical configurations.
We have performed renderings from both a direct and a
wavelet compressed representation of the test data set.
Rendering speeds are presented in Table 1. The ma-
chine used is a Linux-PC with an Intel Xenon 2.8GHz
CPU and 2 Gigabytes of RAM.

No AA Bi-Linear AA
Direct 417 fps 228 fps

Wavelet 79 fps 21 fps

Table 1: Frame rates for rendering a 1282 × 642 syn-
thetic light field.

As can be seen from Table 1 the rendering speeds for
the uncompressed data representation greatly exceeds
those of the wavelet compressed data, making it a pre-
ferred choice if the whole data set can be fit into main
memory. However, many light field data sets are huge,
and may require compression. Nevertheless, our ren-
dering algorithm achieves interactive framerates.

6 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a light field a set of transformations
inspired by matrix optics. This allows us to model op-
tical elements such as lenses and interfaces into the
image formation process. On its basis, we have im-
plemented a real-time light field rendering framework.
The framework can handle uncompressed light fields
as well as wavelet compressed The wavelet compres-
sion scheme builds a hierarchical representation of the
light field, and we have presented a fast way of ac-
cessing the data that integrates well with the presented
transformations.
We believe matrix optics proves an elegant solution
to modeling optical phenomena for light field render-
ing, and should provide an interesting complement to



intersection-based methods. The ability to freely com-
bine the operators of different optical elements into
one single matrix, results in a lot of flexibility to test-
ing. It should also be noted that the framework is not
restricted to pure image-based rendering. Many com-
puter graphics problems can be posed as a sampling or
transport of a light field. In such situations this frame-
work can be used to model mappings of light fields
through optical elements.
We plan to continue our work by investigating a range
of questions and future possibilities. The core work of
this paper, the matrix optics operators, is quite general.
However, we wish to examine how well they behave
for non-linear properties. In addition, aperture stops
and ray integration will be implemented via Eq. 17
to allow for effects such as depth of field. It would
also be interesting to see if the matrix operators pre-
sented here could be used in Fourier Slice Photogra-
phy as presented in [Ng05].
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Figure 5: Five views of a test light field as taken by a perspective camera. The camera was constructed by
combining lens and propagation operators Placement relative to the light field is controlled by a rotation and a
propagation operator.

Figure 6: Four views of the buddha light field.


